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normal positions. And since dogs, in
the act of shaking themselves, aie
off-guard, the fact of one doine
this a fight seems possible, meais the
fight has been abandoned.

The carriage of a dog's head
conveys a lot of information.

Compare the high and cocky
carriage of a courting dog with the
lowerpd head and ready jaws of a
watchdog ready to guard its
premises, or with the lowered and
down-bent head.that is a sign of
submiqsisn; the submissive dog
.exposing the vital nape of the neck.

These are but a few signs, and
we should all learn to recoguize as
many of them as possible, and m,
w^ould.then have a greater degree
of understanding of our dogs-and
those belonging to other people.
_ .And perhaps if you are-a postmau,

this could be a very neat trlckt
Grooming Hints

From the "Springer Splashes",
newsletter of the Springer Spaniel
Club (Victoria).

(Since the Springer Spaniel carries
a very dense coat, ithis grooming
will be ideal for other breeds with
similar coats.) The Spaniel should
carry a very dense coat, but in a few
cas€s too abundant a coat is
found. When this is true it is
necessary to strip out the excess coat
over the entire body. This should
be done enough so that the coat
lays smoothly on the body. outline
and does not appear bushy or bunchy
at any one place. After this general
thinaing process, trim the -clog

as follows:
l. Trim muzzle of feelers (long,

coarse hairs) and rasp to smoothness.
(To_ rasp.is to us€ ,the stripping
knife with a light, scraping actlon.)

2. The skull and cheeks should
be smoothed closely, the hair taken
out finely where the ears join the
skull.

The object is to make the ears
appear to be set on a level with tbe

3. Trim the outside of the ear
slightly -at the top where it joins
the skull, leaving more hair on the

bottom of the ear.
Trim the inside of ttre ear and

that part of the neck whish it
covers fairly closely ,to enable the
ear to hang flat and close

4. Trim hair from the under-
part of the jaw and neck evenlv.

5. Trim brisket slightly to ai,oid a
bushy effect.

6. Clean shoulders if the coat is
patchy, bumpy or profuse 6ys1 nhis 

.

area.
7. Tidy feathering on the hocks.
8. Clean feathering from tail.
9. Trim hair to shape of foot,

but leav.e long enough to cover
the nails. Do not rtake any hair
from between the toes, but trim
the excess hair from the bottom of
the pads. The effect should be that of
a hard, round, compact paw.
Pets Like a Favourite Spot

There is a basic need in every
creature for a refuge and territory
of its own, and a strong affinity 

-for

the environment in which it wis
born and reared.

The intensity of this urge varies
considerably in different species
and in different animals within the
same species, to the extent that
some will pine and die if removed
from their familar habitat even
though the physical conditions of
temperature, food supply, moisfure,
etc., of their new home are as ideal
and as close to the old as possible.

It is believed now that fhis may
be a big factor on the failure of -

some wild animals to thrive in
captivity everi where no trouble or
expense is spared to make their
surroundings acceptable.

- Human beings are not exempt
from this primeval instinct-altly
called homes,ickness-but tend to
confuse.it with affection for loved
ones left behind, so. that the fact that
a- youngster misses,his family may
obscure the realization that-he ilso
deeply misses the environment he
associates with them.

Domestic animals vary greatlSr in
their attachment to places both as
regards species and as regards
individuals.

Dogs are the only animal that hs
'such a strong attachment ito man.
They, too, have an affinity with the
territory to which they have
'become accustomed and may become
,quite deeply disturbed if their
routine is upset by a chaage of
surroundings, but the presence of
their human "family" does much
to offset ,this-they may try to
return to their old home after a
move,-but they undoubtedly expect
to find the family still there.

Without their owner's scent and
presence the other.wise familiar
territory is alien, and the animal
may be bewildered and quite severelv
mentally disturbed. In tle wild
state a dog has its den and
considerable territory around it
within which it knows all the patbs
and _refuges and scents and dangers,
so that this familiarity is a bif
factor-a safety factor-in strange
territory it is at corisiderable riik
and lacks confidence.

The outstanding exception to the
rule of "attachment to place" is the
one-man dog that is totally devoted
to his owner. For him fhmiliarity
with surrgundings has no significairce
because his entire attachment is
to his master, and while he is \ri,th-
him his confidence is
indestructible; with such animals
the bewildermsnt and loss of
security comes with the death or
permanent. absence of the olvner.
Kerang-40 Duck Opeaings

In the 1930s, seasons were for a
starting point. If they were poor,
we shooters came home to ,'do" the
channels, kicking rushes and
disturbing snakes all for thE element
of surprise in shooting ducks.

Two years in the 30s there -hi.

were no Opening Days. Generally
speaking, these were dry years,
mostly 1939 pre-war, just average,
but floods and plenty of birds
for 1940.

We went to a new swamp tlat
year, where a local guide joined
the party. He roused us out ab6ut
2.30 a.m. and led us, a party of
lO or 12, on a two-houi wide,
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